SECUREFLO’S DESKTOP AS A SERVICE (DAAS)
The Desktop in the Cloud

When Attentively

Enterprises have reaped the benefits of Administered, Monitored
moving their data centers to the
The SecureFLO Desktop in the Cloud
Cloud.
solution lowers the total cost of
ownership for desktop computing with
With this revolutionary offering,
concentrated security controls.
SecureFLO enables them to further
save costs by moving desktop
Significant features of this offering
computing—the remaining on-premise include:
IT— to the Cloud, too.
• Access your desktop from
The business case for migrating the
anywhere, anytime with any
desktop addresses the following:
browser—Chrome, Firefox.
• Added authentication security
• Reduce the IT hardware inventory
with a onetime password
located on-premise
• Switch to a subscription model for
desktop hardware and productivity
tools—the Office suite
• Reduce the attack surface for
viruses, malware and ransomware.
• Stricter control of installed
software to remain in license
compliance
• Patching oversight
• Data backup remote and onpremise
• Disaster recovery
configurations to ensure that
users do not experience any
downtime due to system
failures.
• Desktop backups as a measure of
• Monitoring of user activity on
protection against hardware
the desktop
crashes, virus, malware and
• Application inventory reporting
ransomware attacks
• Integrated Active Directory
• Backup strategies tailored to the
services
specific business function
• Assure that desktop usage
• Assuring the restricted access to
complies with the enterprise
the sensitive information
acceptable use policy
• Protecting sensitive information
• Remote maintenance resulting
from being copied onto removeable
in further cost reductions
media.

Is Brilliantly Cost-Effective
and Secure
Cost savings have been proven with
locating the enterprise data center in
the Cloud. SecureFLO’s Cloud desktop
solution offering replicates the model
for the enterprise desktop.
SecureFLO’s laser-sharp focus on
security integrates the monitoring of
user activity to ensure that sensitive
enterprise data is not being leaked. It
protects against dangerous, malware
laden payloads holding your enterprise
data to ransom
Disaster recovery and business
continuity today are focused on the
data center. With this offering,
SecureFLO brings this capability to
the desktop as well, resulting in
increased overall IT uptime.
So go ahead, and let SecureFLO
untether your enterprise desktop, and
move it to the Cloud. A shrunken IT
budget is awaiting you.

On request, SecureFLO will provide
you with an adoption approach and the
associated cost structure.
For further details, visit us on the Web
or email us.

Listen, Learn, Innovate!

